
The Club at Kingsmill 
 LOCAL RULES 2018 

1. Relief may be taken from young trees.  These are the trees that are newly planted with stakes, and/
or wrapped for protection, and/or have ropes supporting the trunk.  Relief may be taken if they 
interfere with stance or intended area of your swing. 

2.  Relief may be taken from greenside fans.  Take relief if your stance, intended area of swing, or line 
of sight to the hole is interfered with.  Electrical trenches associated with these fans, whether filled or not, 
may be treated as ground under repair. 

3.  Relief from newly sodded areas and flower beds.  A player must take relief from all newly seeded 
areas, flower beds, and any area that has been recently sodded or that still has seams in a sodded area. 

4.  French drains:  Considered ground under repair.  Proceed according to the rules. 

5. Aeration holes:  If a ball comes to rest in an aeration hole through the green, the ball may be lifted, 
cleaned, and dropped as near as possible to where it lay, not nearer the hole.  On the putting green, 
a ball that comes to rest in an aeration hole may be placed as near as possible to where it lay, not 
nearer the hole. 

6. Shared putting surface:  The putting green for holes Number 12 and 15 on the  
Woods Course is one continuous putting surface with no definition for either specific hole.  
Therefore, the Rules of Golf apply for the entire putting surface without regard for the hole to which 
the player may be putting. 

7. Ditches around mulch beds:  If a ball comes to rest in a ditch surrounding a mulch bed, it  
may be lifted and dropped without penalty within one club-length of and not nearer the hole than 
the nearest point of relief. 

        


